In this paper an efficient preprocessing module has been described which focuses on building a trademark database that can be used for developing a trademark retrieval system. The preprocessing module focuses on noise removal from the trademark images using an adaptive filtering technique using Wiener filters, followed by Karhunen-Loève Transform that makes the trademark search process rotation invariant by rotating the object along positive y direction. Since the registered trademarks are huge in number and will increase invariantly in the future it will be strenuous for the search system to search for similarity in such huge database. Intention is to reduce the search space hence Fuzzy Clustering has been applied.
Introduction
The Intellectual Property office worldwide, in compliance with the recommendations of World Trade Organization, assures protection to the trademark owners on their goods and services. Since the trend of branding of goods and services has been increasing rapidly in the recent times, the amount of registered trademark images that the Govt. needs to maintain is huge. The Indian Trademark office uses automated system for checking similarity of word mark images but the search for similarity of figurative or device marks is still manual.
Not only in India but even in countries like US and UK, the search method is still based on keywords. There is no automatic system that matches the image trademark applied for, with the country's database of registered trademarks and prior pending applications, to prevent a likelihood of infringement.
The table below shows a comparative study of the trademark registration scenario in several countries- Table 1 . Comparative study of the trademark registration scenario in several countries Manual search in trademark registration system has it's repercussions in the form of backlog latency time for e.g. registration time of a new trademark in India ranges from 14 to 36 months in an average. This paper describes the development and maintenance of a trademarks database. The prime considerations in the paper are on noise removal from trademark images, handling rotation invariance and clustering of database.
Most of the noise removal techniques are based on application of noise removal algorithms on a global basis, without considering the noise present in the image for e.g. in [1] median filtering has been considered for trademark image cleaning only if noise is a necessary concern. For impulse noise models there are variations in techniques that have been used for noise removal. In [2] a discrete noise model has been developed that considers noise having 0 or 255 value only. Results obtained are good for discrete noises but fails for noise that is distributed uniformly.
In [3] Garnett et al., the Lena image is corrupted with various levels of impulse noise and then removed using technique called ROAD (Ranked ordered absolute difference) and trilateral filters. A simpler approach has been discussed in [4] where similar neighbor criterion has been used to remove noise, wherein any pixel is considered as original image pixel if it has sufficient similar neighbor pixels else it is considered as noise. Clustering has been considered as a preprocessing step for database building in by Peng-Yeng Yin et al. [5] but they did not show the outperformance of soft clustering over hard clustering and hence not justified the use of soft clustering technique. The original retrieval efficiency obtained by them is 76%.
Overview of the proposed methods

Trademark image noise removal
The Department of Intellectual Property of most of the countries worldwide, publishes the scanned copy of the registered trademark images along with their details for e.g. the Indian Govt. publishes it in the form of pdf's every fortnight on its official website ipindia.nic.in [15] . These images have been used to compile the database. Most of the image noise removal approaches either apply on all the image pixels or are based on manual judgment of noise type. Both these approaches have their explicit disadvantages, hence to avoid this we have used the adaptive filtering method [6] using Weiner filters (linear filter) as it adjusts itself according to the local variations in the image.
Working
Consider a noisy image 'I' having a size of P x Q pixels. We consider a window of M X N size and apply the following steps: 1) At each pixel in the centre of the M X N window the local mean and variance is computed using µ= ∑ a(n , n )
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where µ represents the N X M neighborhood pixels in the image I and σ denotes the variance .
Using the above estimates the Weiner filter modifies the pixel values at (n , n ) by Many medical image retrieval systems also need preprocessing of their medical images for e.g. retina images, X-Rays, ultrasound reports etc. The above mentioned noise removal technique when applied to a retina image used for retinopathy treatment gives the following result- 
Hotelling Transform
An effective trademark retrieval system should be resistant to any form of transformations done to it like rotation, translation and scaling. The cases of translation and scaling can be very well handled by the use of chain codes for representing object boundaries. The chain codes of an image and its scaled version can be normalized to same value [16] . Similarly translated objects will also have the same chain code values. The practice of rotating and pasting of objects can create confusion in the eyes of the consumer and the forged trademarks can be mistaken to be the original trademark. Lot of work has been done to make images rotation invariant like the use of moment invariants introduced by Hu et al. in [18] , Zernike moments [19] and by using Fourier descriptors in [20] . To handle this kind of infringement and make the trademark retrieval system rotation invariant, Hotelling transform is used to make sure that 0-direction remains invariant always, it is also known as Karhunen-Loève Transform [8, 9] and rotates the object by using the angle to positive y-axis as the measurement direction.
The idea is to convert a set of interdependent vector elements say , , … . into another set of vector say , , … . . in such a way that if we compute the covariance matrix of the transformed vector, it will be a diagonal matrix. In other words the elements of the vectors n the transformed matrix will be uncorrelated.
Working
We have M data points, which are a collection of points representing a particular area of an image.
Following are the steps of the proposed approach-1. Convert the RGB image of trademark to binary image. 2. Find all the black pixels in the binary image (assuming the background to be white and object on it as black). 7. Suppose we have M black pixel points 1, 2 , 3 … . . , we first compute the mean of the these data points usingMean-= E{x} ≈ ∑ (4) 8. Next we compute the covariance matrix of the population of the data points. The covariance matrix is computed using:
The diagonal elements of C represent the variance of elements in . 9. Now we can create a transformed vector 'y' which can be taken as a linear combination of 'x'. To do so the Eigen values of the covariance matrix obtained above is computed (say ɸ). In the above figure 3 , the images on the right show the result of applying the proposed method on the images shown on the left. If a registered trademark image like one's in the left above are infringed by rotating the object and pasted, any edge detection technique that computes the edge directions and magnitude will be not be able to detect this case of infringement, however if the above preprocessing step is applied before detecting edge directions, both original and rotated objects will be alligned in a common direction hence can be detected easily.
The final transformation of 'x' is done according to
- y=ɸ ( − )(6)
Database Clustering
Several thousands of trademarks are registered in the world every month. Considering the size of the database that would be reached within few years and the time it would require to search and compare among such huge number of images, it is essential to reduce the search space by clubbing together similiar trademark images, similar in terms of features used to represent the trademarks. Clustering has it's applications in various fields for e.g. in [18] a medical image retrieval system survey has been mentioned that also uses clustering for its databsae management. Many medical databases required clustering for discovering useful patterns and information for e.g. in [21] density based clustering has been described for spatial cancer database. Here in this work basic color, texture and shape features have been used to assign a position to each trademark in the 3 features space. Broadly there are two main types of clustering-hard clustering and soft (fuzzy) clustering [5, 12] .
Hard Clustering
This is one of the traditional clustering methods where each image is assigned a class label based on it's characteristic features. There are several shortcomings of this clustering method, first of all it is heavily infulenced by the starting cluster points, secondly in situations where a point on the feature space is equally distant to two or more cluster centroids, the decision of cluster assignment is dicey as shown in the figure 8 below, thirdly for situations shown in figure , usually the assignment based on distance to centroid can give wrong results. Figure 4 shows a case where the feature point is equally qualified to be a member of more than one cluster. As shown in figure 4 , the feature point is at equal distance to the centroids of cluster 1 and cluster 2. In such a case the decision as to which cluster the point should be assigned becomes arbitrary and can affect the cluster structure.
In case b shown in figure 4 above we can see that the feature point is closest to centroid of cluster 2 but is more closer to a point in cluster 1, however the centroid of cluster 1 is far from that of cluster 2. In such a case the feature point will be assigned to cluster 2 based on the hard clustering algorithm but as is evident the feature point will have properties similar to the encircled point in cluster1.
Soft Clustering
Also called Fuzzy c means clustering algorithm (FCMA) is a clustering method that takes care of the above dicey situations that can occur in hard clustering.
The fuzzy clustering algorithm allows each element to belong in various clusters simultaneously with various membership scales.
Algorithm: Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ..., x n } denote the feature vectors of length 'n' and V = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ..., v c } denote the set of cluster centroid. 1) First we choose any 'c' arbitrary cluster centroids. 2) Next for each feature vector we compute the membership values in each clusters using:
Here 'n' represents the number of cluster points taken. 'vj' is the j th cluster centroid. 'm' is the factor of fuzziness and it belongs in the range [1, ∞] . Total number of cluster centroids is represented by 'c'. 'µij' represents the by how much is i th point a member of j th cluster. The distance between any point 'i' and the j th cluster centroid is represented by 'dij'. The distance considered here is Euclidean distance.
3) After getting a new population list for each cluster we compute/recomputed the cluster centroids using:
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated till we get no variations in the cluster centroids.
Experimental results
The proposed work has been implemented using MATLAB R2010a. The database contains 1000 trademark images extracted from the journals published at ipindia.nic.in. All the database images have been pre processed using noise removal techniques mentioned in section 2, followed by Hotelling transform to make them invariant to rotation. To test how efficiency can be seen to be improved, the clustering technique has been used on a CBIR system that uses color as a feature for similarity matching of trademark images and retrieval of similar images. The color feature has been extracted using color histogram for dominant Red, Green and Blue color channels (RGB). The database images are partitioned using Fuzzy C Means clustering into 3 clusters. The initial testing is done using 500 database images. In the first half of the experimental test hard clustering has been used to show the reduction in the search space size achieved. To get over the problem of deciding the number of clusters, ISO DATA algorithm has been used that considers the splitting and merging of the clusters based on the cluster size and inter/intra cluster distance. Table 2 shows the search space size when applying CBIR for trademark database using color histograms. The result shows a significant reduction in the number of images that the retrieval system has to search from when no clustering is done and when hard/soft clustering is applied. We can justify the increase in the amount of search space in case of fuzzy C means clustering by considering the fact that a single data point/image can be a member of more than one cluster in this case for e.g. in case of an image having contributions of red and blue colors in it, the hard clustering will assign it to either the cluster having red colored images or to the one having blue colored images, however fuzzy c means will assign it to both the above clusters with varying level of membership.
Conclusion
In this paper, an efficient pre processing approach has been presented for building a trademark retrieval system. The noise found in trademark images has been categorized and the noise removal algorithm has been discussed that uses Wiener filters. Implementation of Karhunen-Loève Transform (Hotelling transform) has been discussed to make the retrieval process rotation invariant. The results of applying Karhunen-Loève Transform have been shown that rotates inclined objects in image to a normalized angle. To reduce the trademark retrieval search space, clustering of the database has been done. Fuzzy c means clustering has been shown to outperform the hard clustering technique.
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